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Overview of the NTNG Conceptual Model

Background

Description of the NTNG Conceptual Model

In 2009, Nurturing the Next Generation (NTNG) was identiﬁed as a strategic priority for
Peel Public Health. In 2010, the Family Health Division commissioned a literature review on
early child development theories (1). The Biodevelopmental Framework (2) from the Center
on the Developing Child at Harvard University (Figure 1) was selected to guide the work of
the NTNG Project.

The NTNG Conceptual Model depicts the relationship between the FOUNDATIONS
OF HEALTHY DEVELOPMENT & SOURCES OF ADVERSITY (left), the biological embedding of this early childhood context (centre) and the OUTCOMES in LEARNING,
BEHAVIOUR & HEALTH (right).
The relationships within and between the FOUNDATIONS
• ENVIRONMENT OF RELATIONSHIPS
• PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL & BUILT ENVIRONMENTS
• NUTRITION
• HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENT
and the OUTCOMES
• EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT & ECONOMIC PRODUCTIVITY
• HEALTH-RELATED BEHAVIOURS
• PHYSICAL & MENTAL HEALTH
are not direct causal pathways, but are linked to one another as evidenced in the
literature. This inﬂuence is mediated by the unique environments, social conditions
and biology of the individual, and therefore each person may be impacted diﬀerently
by early childhood experiences. An important diﬀerence between the NTNG Conceptual Model and the Biodevelopmental Framework is the addition of the fourth
FOUNDATION - HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENT. It is known that physiological health
(preconception to age 2) has an impact on learning, behaviour and health later in life.
For example, a child born with low birth weight is known to be at increased risk for
heart disease, a risk that can be mitigated or increased at many points across the
lifespan.

Figure 1

This framework has been adapted by the NTNG Project Team to clearly identify known
protective and risk factors inﬂuencing early child development and health. The process
included a review of synthesized evidence underpinning the Biodevelopmental Framework
to explore in detail inﬂuencing factors, outcomes and relationships.
A sample of additional sources of synthesized research evidence (3) was considered to
further identify child outcomes and indicators, not explicitly described in the literature
from the Center on the Developing Child. The detailed list of inﬂuencing factors (Table 1)
and outcomes (Table 2) were clustered to summarize key concepts within the NTNG
Conceptual Model.
Throughout its development process, the NTNG Conceptual Model has been veriﬁed by
stakeholders from the Family Health Management Team and the NTNG Project Team.
Brainstorming and feedback has been incorporated and documented.
The NTNG Conceptual Model has been developed through an iterative process and the
current product may be subject to further revisions in the future, as new evidence is
reviewed and incorporated.

Application
The NTNG Conceptual Model will be used to:
• guide the collection and analysis of health status data
• provide a lens to view existing programs and services oﬀered by Peel Public Health
• help to identify where gaps may exist
• guide program planning and evaluation.

Limitations
Each of the inﬂuencing factors identiﬁed in the NTNG Conceptual Model could
undergo an indepth exploration of research literature to examine the associations
between exposures and outcomes; however this was not feasible as part of this
process. Due to time and resource restrictions, the NTNG Project Team used
synthesized literature which provided the evidence
behind the Biodevelopmental Framework.

1. Smith-Chant, B.L., Olver, A. Marlin, M.C. Nurturing the Next Generation: In search of a theoretical framework to support population-based
approaches for supporting very early child development (Preconception to age 1). Prepared for Peel Public Health; 2010 Dec: Mississauga ON.
2. Shonkoﬀ, J.P. Building a biodevelopmental framework to guide the future of early childhood policy. Child Dev. 2010; 81(1): 357-67.
3. National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE). Social and Emotional Wellbeing: Early Years. 2012. Available from
http://guidance.nice.org.uk/ph40.
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Bronfenbrenner’s ecological model of human development was considered in the development of the NTNG Conceptual Model to
incorporate the broader context, such as policies on childcare or parental time with family, cultural beliefs and values, political decisions
and laws, socio-economic environments and parental workplace supports. Each of these may individually or collectively impact the child.
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OUTCOMES inﬂuence the FOUNDATIONS of health in future generations.

Brofenbenner, U. Ecological models of human development. International Encyclopaedia of Education. 2nd Ed. Oxford: Elsevier; 1994.
Shonkoﬀ, J.P. Building a Biodevelopmental framework to guide the future of early childhood policy. Child Dev. 2010; 81(1): 357-67.

